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Calcium Microdomains in Aspiny Dendrites

campus, amygdala, and cerebellum, and, in all cases,Jesse H. Goldberg,1,* Gabor Tamas,2

Dmitriy Aronov,1 and Rafael Yuste1 calcium-permeable AMPA receptors (CP-AMPARs)
were involved (Alle et al., 2001; Lei and McBain, 2002;1Department of Biological Sciences

Columbia University Liu and Cull-Candy, 2000; Mahanty and Sah, 1998). In-
terestingly, while calcium influx on dendritic spines isNew York, New York 10027

2 Department of Comparative Physiology mediated primarily by relatively slow NMDA currents
(Kovalchuk et al., 2000; Yuste et al., 1999), aspiny den-University of Szeged

Szeged drites throughout the CNS appear to be innervated by
fast CP-AMPAR synapses. Indeed, dendrites of bushyHungary H-6726
and stellate cells of the cochlear nucleus, cerebellar
stellate cells, amygdaloid, neocortical and hippocampal
FS interneurons, retinal AII amacrine cells, dorsal hornSummary
interneurons, large striatal cholinergic interneurons, and
spino-thalamic projection neurons are all smooth orDendritic spines receive excitatory synapses and

serve as calcium compartments, which appear to be sparsely spiny and express CP-AMPARs (Albuquerque
et al., 1999; Angulo et al., 1999; Cheunsuang and Morris,necessary for input-specific synaptic plasticity. Den-

drites of GABAergic interneurons have few or no 2000; Gardner et al., 1999, 2001; Gotz et al., 1997; Katsu-
maru et al., 1988; Koh et al., 1995; Mahanty and Sah,spines and thus do not possess a clear morphological

basis for synapse-specific compartmentalization. We 1998; Morkve et al., 2002; Mugnaini, 1985; Otis et al.,
1995a, 1995b; Tamas et al., 1997; Tolbert and Morest,demonstrate using two-photon calcium imaging that

activation of single synapses on aspiny dendrites of 1982; Tolbert et al., 1982; Washburn and Moises, 1992).
We wondered if the correlation between lack of spinesneocortical fast spiking (FS) interneurons creates

highly localized calcium microdomains, often re- and expression of CP-AMPARs was not coincidental
but represented a unique solution to calcium compart-stricted to less than 1 �m of dendritic space. We con-

firm using ultrastructural reconstruction of imaged mentalization on aspiny dendritic shafts.
Our goal was to examine the calcium influx associateddendrites the absence of any morphological basis for

this compartmentalization and show that it is depen- with the activation of individual synapses on aspiny den-
drites. In contrast to pyramidal neurons, dendrites ofdent on the fast kinetics of calcium-permeable (CP)

AMPA receptors and fast local extrusion via the Na�/ fast spiking (FS) cortical interneurons are aspiny and
express low levels of GluR2, which results in AMPACa2� exchanger. Because aspiny dendrites throughout

the CNS express CP-AMPA receptors, we propose that receptors with high calcium permeability and distinctly
fast kinetics (Geiger et al., 1995). In a recent study, weCP-AMPA receptors mediate a spine-free mechanism

of input-specific calcium compartmentalization. found that CP-AMPARs provided FS cell dendrites with
uniquely fast calcium influx kinetics (Goldberg et al.,
2003b), and we have further pursued these findings toIntroduction
examine the spatial compartmentalization produced by
CP-AMPARs at individual synapses.Mammalian dendrites are remarkably diverse in their

structure (Ramón y Cajal, 1899). While pyramidal neu- We find that activation of single synapses on aspiny
dendrites of FS interneurons from layers II/III and V ofrons have elaborate dendritic trees covered with spines,

most cortical GABAergic interneurons have few or no primary visual and somatosensory neocortex causes
remarkably localized (�1 �m) calcium microdomains inspines with relatively simpler dendritic geometries (Fairen

et al., 1984; Somogyi et al., 1983b). At present, the integ- the absence of any morphological structures that would
restrict calcium diffusion. This synapse-specific com-rative functions underlying dendritic morphologies are

poorly understood (Johnston et al., 1996; Yuste and partmentalization depended on the fast kinetics of CP-
AMPARs and on fast membranous extrusion via the Na�/Tank, 1996).

The shape of spines and their ability to compartmen- Ca2� exchanger. Our findings indicate that calcium-
based plasticity on aspiny dendrites can be synapsetalize calcium during activation of single excitatory syn-

apses have engendered the view that they subserve specific and imply that the expression of CP-AMPARs
on dendritic shafts represents a novel approach to en-synapse-specific postsynaptic biochemical compart-

mentalization (Koch and Zador, 1993; Wickens, 1988; sure calcium localization.
Yuste and Denk, 1995). The view that spines form the
structural basis for synapse-level biochemical signaling Results
predicts that aspiny dendrites are incapable of synapse-
specific compartmentalization and plasticity (Cowan et Calcium Microdomains during Spontaneous
al., 1998; McBain et al., 1999; Yuste and Denk, 1995). Synaptic Activation on Dendritic Shafts

Recently, multiple forms of synaptic plasticity have We imaged calcium signals during both spontaneous
been demonstrated on aspiny interneurons in hippo- and electrically evoked activation of single synaptic con-

tacts on the aspiny dendritic shafts of fast spiking (FS)
interneurons to test if spines were necessary for syn-*Correspondence: jhg24@columbia.edu
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Figure 1. Calcium Signals Associated with Spontaneous EPSPs Were Fast and Highly Localized on Dendrites of Parvalbumin-Positive FS
Interneurons

Slices were bathed in 1 mM 4-AP to increase the frequency of spontaneous EPSPs. (Aa) Top, fast spiking (FS) firing pattern (black) and
hyperpolarizing voltage deflection (red), in response to 800 ms depolarizing (black) and hyperpolarizing (red) current injections, bottom. Note
the absence of spike frequency adaptation within bursts. (Ab) Parvalbumin (PV) immunopositivity of an FS cell with firing pattern shown in
(Aa), left, and green biocytin-filled cell, right. (Ba) Top, image of a targeted horizontal dendrite, 40 �m from the soma, through which line scan,
indicated by arrows, was placed. Bottom, line scan image showing spontaneous calcium event. Horizontal scale bars, 1 �m; vertical scale,
400 ms. (Bb) Top, expanded �F/F image of the calcium event in (Aa). Vertical scale, 100 ms. Bottom, peak calcium signal (�F/F) was plotted
as a function of dendritic space, at different times after the peak signal. These plots were well fit by Gaussians. Note that x axes of the �F/F
versus space traces and the �F/F image are identical. (C) Another example of a spontaneous calcium event from a different cell, plotted as
in (B). Dendrite was 70 �m from soma. (D) Top, calcium transient (�F/F) from line scan in (Ba), plotted above time locked electrical activity.
The influx of the calcium transient and the time-locked physiology are labeled in red. (E) Data plotted as in (D), on a smaller time and voltage
scale. Note how the influx of the calcium event was synchronous with two EPSPs. Also note the fast kinetics of the calcium signal, � � 21
ms. Both cells were imaged with 100 �M Fluo-4.

apse-specific calcium localization. FS cells were char- interneurons in whole-cell mode and filled them with
calcium indicators (see Experimental Procedures). Weacterized by their firing pattern during somatic current

injection and by their expression of the calcium binding placed line scans longitudinally through dendritic shafts
to examine with high resolution the spatial dynamics ofprotein parvalbumin (Figure 1A) (Kawaguchi and Ku-

bota, 1993). calcium events and to maximize the dendritic surface
imaged and, therefore, increase the likelihood of de-To detect calcium events associated with the activa-

tion of single synaptic contacts, we recorded from FS tecting a spontaneous event. In 40 FS cells, we observed
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seven spontaneous calcium events at seven branches Calcium Indicators Overestimate the Size
of Calcium Microdomainsof four cells (Figure 1). Spontaneous calcium events

were highly localized in space (�1 �m) (Figures 1Ba– One possible mechanism for the localization of microdo-
mains was that the exogenous buffer unphysiologically1Ca). We termed these highly localized calcium tran-

sients “calcium microdomains” (Augustine et al., 2003; restricted the signal. We examined the effect of exoge-
nous buffer by quantitatively comparing microdomainsLlinás et al., 1992).

When we correlated the calcium signal with the ongo- in 400 �M versus 100 �M Fluo-4 conditions. We plotted
� as a function of time and found that signals imageding electrical activity of the cell, we found that the influx

of the calcium signal was always time locked to a spon- with 400 �M Fluo-4 were significantly less local than
those imaged with 100 �M Fluo-4 (Fluo-4 100 �M �max �taneous EPSP (Figures 1D and 1E). Spontaneous EPSPs

time locked to the influx of calcium events were similar 0.84 � 0.64 �m, n � 21; 400 �M �max � 1.9 � 0.22 �m,
n � 7, p � 0.05) (Figure 3), indicating that the diffusionin amplitude to unitary EPSPs (1.12 � 0.42 mV, n � 9)

(Buhl et al., 1997; Geiger et al., 1997), suggesting that of calcium indicator indeed contributed to microdomain
size. Indeed, for a Koff of Fluo-4 of �350s	1 and a diffu-they were due to the activation of single synapses.

We converted the line scan images into �F/F images sion coefficient of �200 �m2s	1, the characteristic dis-
tance traveled by a calcium bound Fluo-4 molecule dur-(see Experimental Procedures), to quantitatively exam-

ine the spatial spread of the microdomains (Figures 1Bb ing the unbinding process is approximately 0.75 �m.
Diffusion of indicator is visible in the 400 �M Fluo-4 �F/Fand 1Cb, top). We then plotted the peak calcium accu-

mulation (%�F/F) as a function of space along the den- image plot (Figure 3A) and is plotted quantitatively in
Figure 3C. Thus, the localization of microdomains in ourdritic shaft, at distinct times after the peak signal. These

traces were well fit by Gaussian curves, as predicted experiments was not due to exogenous buffer distortion;
instead, added calcium indicator actually overestimatedby diffusion from an instantaneous point source in a

cylinder (Figures 1Bb and 1Cb, bottom) (Delaney et al., their size.
1989; Koch, 1998; Gabso et al., 1997; Helmchen, 1999).
The standard deviation of a Gaussian curve from its Effect of Calcium Indicators on the Decay
peak, �, represents the lateral displacement (in x), and of Calcium Microdomains
thus the spatial extent of a calcium event at a given In addition to being highly restricted in space, microdo-
time. We fitted �F/F versus space curves until the peak mains were unusually fast. We imaged some cells with
amplitude was less than two standard deviations above high temporal resolution (397 Hz) and found that the
the noise and termed the standard deviation of the time to peak was reached in three time points (�7.5 ms)
largest fit “�max”. At their peak amplitude, which always (n � 3). Decays of the calcium transients were also
occurred at the first time point, spontaneous calcium extremely fast—and were not different between 100 and
transients were highly localized (�peak � 0.76 � 0.19 �m, 400 �M Fluo-4 imaging conditions (decay � � 49.5 �
n � 7), and �max, which represents the maximal resolv- 28 ms 400 �M Fluo-4; � � 55.4 � 28 ms 100 �M Fluo-4).
able spatial extent of the calcium signal, was 1.05 � Thus, extra indicator appeared to have a mixed effect
0.38 �m, n � 7. on calcium transient decay kinetics. First, added buffer

slows calcium clearance by competing with extrusion
pumps for calcium (Sabatini et al., 2002). However, forElectrical Activation of Single Synapses

also Produces Submicron Calcium localized microdomains, added mobile buffer could con-
tribute to subsynaptic clearance by shuttling calcium toCompartmentalization

In order to more systematically measure microdomains adjacent dendritic regions.
Although microdomains appeared not to expand inand examine their underlying mechanisms, we electri-

cally evoked single synaptic calcium events by deliv- space as a function of time in the 100 �M Fluo-4 condi-
tions (Figure 3), we wondered if undetectable diffusionering single electrical shocks via a fluorescently labeled

stimulation electrode placed close to the dendrite (Fig- contributed to the rate of microdomain decay. To test
for diffusion, we compared the decay time constants ofures 2A and 2C). During successive single shocks, we

observed all-or-none calcium events, reflecting sto- microdomains to those of calcium transients caused by
backpropagating action potentials (bAPs) at identicalchastic successes and failures of synaptic transmission

at the imaged synapse (Figures 2B and 2D) (Yuste and dendritic sites (as in Figure 2C). We reasoned that since
bAPs cause global calcium signals, there is no calciumDenk, 1995). These calcium accumulations were identi-

cal to those observed during spontaneous EPSPs and gradient along the dendritic shaft, and longitudinal diffu-
sion therefore cannot drive calcium clearance. On thewere always highly localized to approximately 1 �m of

the dendritic shaft (�peak � 0.76 � 0.25 �m, n � 24). In other hand, during single synaptic calcium events there
is a steep [Ca2�] gradient along submicrons of the den-some cells, we generated trains of action potentials 1

s after synaptic stimulation, well after the decay of the dritic branch (Figures 1 and 3). We found that microdo-
main decays were significantly faster than bAP decaysmicrodomain was complete, to confirm that the entire

dendritic segment was in focus and responsive to cal- (microdomain � � 61 � 36 ms, bAP � � 235 � 124,
p � 0.05, n � 8), indicating that longitudinal diffusioncium influx (Figure 2C).

Based on the localization of the calcium events, the contributed to subsynaptic calcium clearance. Further,
these results demonstrate that FS cell dendrites can inunitary-sized EPSPs which occurred during spontane-

ous influx, and the stochastic nature of evoked signals, principle read out calcium signals triggered by single
synaptic activation with higher temporal resolution thanwe conclude that calcium microdomains were caused

by activation of single synapses on aspiny dendrites. those produced by bAPs.
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Figure 2. Evoked Microdomains Are also
Fast and Highly Localized

(A) Top, FS cell filled with 100 �M Fluo-4.
Stimulation electrode, S, was placed via vi-
sual guidance near horizontal dendrite of in-
terest. Scale bar, 20 �m. Middle, dendritic
segment as indicated by white box in (A).
Scale bar, 1 �m. Bottom, line scan placed
through dendritic segment from above, and
the calcium signal evoked by a single shock
delivered through the stimulation electrode.
Image is an average of four successes. Verti-
cal scale, 400 ms; horizontal scale, 1 �m as
above.
(B) The calcium signal, from the bracketed
region of interest in the line scan above, ap-
peared and disappeared in successive trials,
reflecting successes and failures of synaptic
transmission at a single synapse.
(C) Data are laid out as in (A) for a cell filled
with 400 �M Fluo-4. In this case, 5 APs at 100
Hz were generated 1 s after the microdomain.
Image is an average of four successes.
(D) Successes and failures of the calcium sig-
nal for cell in (C), plotted as in (B).

It is important to note that, even when imaged with Electron Microscopy of Imaged Dendrites
Confirms the Absence of Physicaldiffusible indicators, microdomains were so restricted

in space that they were at the limit of our two-photon Compartments
For the rest of the study, we pursued the mechanismsdetection. Previous experiments with our microscope

using 0.1 �m calibration beads found that the point- of the microdomain localization. Interneuron dendrites
have few spines and beads, as well as intracellular struc-spread function was approximately 0.6 �m (Majewska

et al., 2000b). This indicates that microdomains were tures such as ER and mitochondria (Somogyi et al.,
1983a). We wondered whether any of these structures,oversampled in space and that the standard deviations

of Gaussian fits represented the upper limit of “true” and particularly subcellular structures invisible to fluo-
rescence imaging, were involved in physically restrictingmicrodomain size.

Thus, both distortion by exogenous calcium indica- longitudinal calcium diffusion. To address this issue, we
performed serial EM reconstructions of dendritic seg-tors and the spatial filtering of our system overestimated

the spatial extent of microdomains. In physiological con- ments on which we imaged microdomains. After im-
aging, we visualized the imaged dendrites, using biocytinditions, calcium could be restricted to the cytoplasm just

under the excitatory synapses, which are approximately and EM reconstructions (Figure 4). In two experiments
where the quality of the imaging and subsequent ultra-0.3–0.5 �m in diameter (Gulyas et al., 1999).

Figure 3. Calcium Indicator Overestimates the Spatial Spread of Microdomains

(A) Top, �F/F image of microdomain from cell in Figure 2, filled with 400 �M Fluo-4. Vertical scale, 100 ms. Bottom, �F/F is plotted as a
function of dendritic space at four times after synaptic activation and overlayed by Gaussian fits. Note the uniformity of the x axis in top and
bottom panels. Note how the calcium signal expands with time.
(B) Data plotted as in (A) for a microdomain from a neuron filled with 100 �M Fluo-4.
(C) Standard deviations, �, of Gaussian fits plotted versus time from 100 �M, red, and 400 �M, black, Fluo-4 conditions. n � 14 and 7,
respectively. Note how diffusion is significantly more predominant in the 400 �M conditions. **p � 0.01, *p � 0.05.
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Figure 4. EM Reconstructions of Imaged Dendrites Confirm the Absence of Physical Diffusional Boundaries

(Aa) Biocytin reconstruction of Layer V FS cell. Dendrites, orange; axon, black. Red dendritic segment represents region of interest in (Ab).
(Ab) Two-photon z projection of imaged region of interest of an FS cell filled with 100 �M Fluo-4, left, and corresponding region from the cell
reconstruction, right. Boxes indicate the dendritic segment selected for line scan imaging and for EM reconstruction. Scale bar, 20 �M. (Ac)
Top, horizontal dendrite of interest with the cartoon of the serial EM reconstruction overlay at the precisely realigned section. Bottom, line
scan through dendrite reveals the evoked single synaptic calcium signal. Note how its position appeared aligned to the synapse, as indicated
by the red arrow in the cartoon. (Ad) Top, cartoon detail of the serial reconstruction. Dendrite, d, is labeled in green, and terminals, t, in white.
The terminal labeled by the “t” corresponds to the terminal of interest in Ac. Bottom, the electron micrograph focusing on the site aligned to
the microdomain; arrows indicate synapses.
(B) Data are laid out as in (A). (Bb) Scale bar, 20 �m. (Bc) Top, scale bar, 2 �m; bottom, scale bar, 400 ms. (Bc–Bd) Red arrow points to a
candidate synapse aligned with the microdomain.

structural reconstruction were optimal, we failed to ob- detected candidate excitatory synapses that were re-
markably aligned to the peak position of the microdo-serve dendritic beads, interbead necks, or subcellular

structures which could physically interfere with longitu- main on the line scan (red arrows, Figures 4Ac and 4Bc).
Moreover, the lateral size of single synaptic calciumdinal diffusion, ruling out a morphology-based mecha-

nism for the microdomains. Further, when we compared signals was on the same order of magnitude of individual
synapses, especially in the less buffered imaging condi-EM-reconstructed segments with the imaging data, we
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Figure 5. Microdomains Are Mediated by Calcium-Permeable AMPA Receptors

(A) Calcium transients, top, and EPSPs, bottom, during control, d-APV (50–100 �M), CPA (50 �M), and PhTx (5 �M) conditions (black, red,
green, and blue traces, respectively). Note that the size of the EPSP reflects activation of several synapses on unimaged dendritic sites.
(B) Data plotted as in (A) from a different experiment in control, PhTx, and washout conditions (black, blue, and red, respectively).
(C) Pooled pharmacological results. Line at 100% indicates the peak amplitude of the control signal. Left, effect of d-APV (n � 8) or MK-801
(n � 3), CPA (n � 6), and 20 �M DQNX (n � 2) or PhTx (n � 5) on the peak amplitude of the calcium transient (%�F/F). Right, neither d-APV,
MK-801, nor CPA significantly altered the spatial range of the microdomain, represented by �max. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.001.

tions (Figure 4A), suggesting that microdomains could Role of Intracellular Stores in Microdomains
To test if uptake of calcium into internal stores contrib-underlie synapse-specific processes.
uted to calcium clearance, and thus to the spatial restric-
tion of microdomains, we examined the effect of CPAMicrodomains Are Mediated
(n � 6) on �max. CPA did not significantly change �maxby Calcium-Permeable AMPA Receptors
(control �max � 1.62 � 0.44 �m; CPA �max � 1.56 �In the absence of physical diffusional boundaries, we
0.26 �m, n � 6) or slow the temporal decay of calciumreasoned that microdomains could be localized by a
transients (control � � 150 � 130 ms; CPA � � 190 � 125combination of fast calcium influx and efflux. To pharma-
ms, n � 6), although it did reduce their peak amplitudecologically isolate the mechanism of single synaptic cal-
(control �F/F [%] � 203 � 33, CPA �F/F [%] � 115 �cium influx, we electrically evoked microdomains (as
21, p � 0.05, n � 6) (Figure 5C). However, since CPAin Figure 2) and tested the effect of several drugs on
increases resting calcium levels by blocking uptake intomicrodomain amplitude and spatial restriction. Neither
ER, we attribute this reduction to a decrease in thed-APV (n � 8) nor MK-801 (n � 3), significantly reduced
dynamic range of the calcium indicator (Goldberg et al.,the peak amplitude of microdomains, indicating that
2003a, 2003b; Kovalchuk et al., 2000).NMDA receptor activation was not significantly involved

(Figure 5). Addition of DNQX (n � 2) or Philanthotoxin
(PhTx) (n � 5 total, n � 3 washout), a specific blocker Localization of Microdomains Depends on Fast

Kinetics of Calcium-Permeable AMPA Receptorsof CP-AMPARs, reversibly blocked calcium transients,
indicating that the calcium influx was mediated by CP- Calcium-permeable AMPA receptors (CP-AMPARs)

lacking the GluR2 subunit are unique even among AMPAAMPARs (% peak signal remaining after drug: DNQX,
0%, n � 2; PhTx, 9.6% � 11%, n � 5, p � 0.001) (Figure receptors for having extremely fast kinetics (Geiger et

al., 1995; Verdoorn et al., 1991). To test if the kinetics5B). In some cells (n � 2), PhTx caused only a partial
blockade of EPSCs, suggesting that activated synapses of CP-AMPARs were responsible for the localization of

microdomains, we performed experiments in voltagecontained both calcium-permeable and slower calcium-
impermeable AMPA receptors (see Supplemental Data clamp, in the presence of d-APV to isolate AMPARs,

and pharmacologically slowed the kinetics of AMPAR-at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/4/807/
DC1) (Toth and McBain, 1998). mediated EPSCs with CX-546, a drug which inhibits

AMPAR deactivation (Arai et al., 2002).Importantly, calcium signals were completely blocked
even in cells where PhTx caused partial blockade of Addition of CX-546 increased the duration and area

of AMPAR-mediated EPSCs and dramatically increasedEPSCs, suggesting that voltage-gated calcium channels
(VGCCs) recruited by AMPAR-mediated depolarization the spatial extent of microdomains (Figure 6). Figure

6A shows the experimental approach to the CX-546did not contribute to single synaptic calcium events.
Further, relative to microdomain amplitude at 	75 mV, experiments (n � 7, n � 2 washout [see Supplemental

Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/4/those at 	55 mV were decreased by 27% � 28%, and
at 	90 mV were increased by 7% � 11%, n � 5 cells 807/DC1]). Horizontally oriented dendrites were tar-

geted, and single synaptic calcium transients were(see Supplemental Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/
content/full/40/4/807/DC1). These results suggest that evoked as in Figure 2. Successes were averaged before

(Figure 6Ab) and after (Figure 6Ac) addition of CX-546.VGCCs were not significantly recruited at imaged sites
and that the driving force through CP-AMPARs was in- In the presence of CX-546, microdomains were signifi-

cantly less localized, as the calcium signal spread fromcreased at hyperpolarized potentials. This result is also
consistent with the spatial restriction of microdomains, the synaptic source. We quantified the spatial increase

of microdomains by plotting �F/F as a function of spacesince activated CP-AMPARs are presumably clustered
at the synapse, while VGCCs are dispersed throughout and time, as in Figures 1 and 3, and compared �max under

control and CX-546 conditions (Figures 6B and 6D). Thethe dendritic tree of FS cells (Goldberg et al., 2003b).
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Figure 6. Localization of Microdomains Depends on the Fast Kinetics of CP-AMPARs

(Aa) Horizontal dendrite of interest from layer V FS cell filled with 100 �M Fluo-4. (Ab) Top, control (50–100 �M d-APV) line scan through
dendrite in (Aa), average of three successes. Vertical scale, 400 ms. Bottom, �F/F image from line scan above. Vertical scale bar, 100 ms.
(Ac) Images are presented as in (Ab), after addition of 1 mM CX-546, an inhibitor of AMPAR deactivation. Note how the microdomain spread
to adjacent dendritic segment. Average of four successes.
(Ba) �F/F versus dendritic space plot for calcium transient in (Ab). (Bb) Data plotted as in (Ba) for the transient in the presence of CX-546.
Note that panels in (A)–(B) have the same x axis.
(C) Top, calcium transients from bracketed regions of line scans in (A), before, black trace, and after, red, addition of CX-546. Bottom, EPSC
time locked to the calcium transients above. Note how CX-546 dramatically prolonged the AMPAR-mediated currents.
(D) Data pooled from seven CX-546 experiments. Left, maximal range traces from �F/F versus dendritic space plots, normalized to the peaks
of their Gaussian fits. Note how CX-546 always increased the longitudinal spread of the calcium signal. Right, CX-546 significantly increased
the decay and area of calcium transients and increased �max, the standard deviation of the largest Gaussian fits. CX-546 also increased EPSC
area and decay but not EPSC amplitude. In all CX-546 experiments, “control” microdomains were in the presence of d-APV, to isolate AMPARs.
*p � 0.05, **p � 0.01.
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spatial extent of microdomains increased approximately as opposed to calcium bound indicator. In Figure 8B,
the fractional occupancy of Fluo-4, which approximates2-fold (control �max � 1.1 � 0.4 �m, CX546 �max � 2.0 �

0.6 �m, p � 0.05, n � 7) (Figures 6D and 6E). At the �F/F, simulated under experimental conditions is plot-
ted as a line scan image next to the actual free calciumsame time, CX-546 increased EPSC decay time con-

stants (control � � 4.6 � 1.4 ms; CX-546 � � 46 � 26 signal. The free calcium signal was both an order of
magnitude faster and more localized than the simulatedms, p � 0.01, n � 7) and EPSC area (470% � 230%,

p � 0.05), indicating that the total calcium injected at fluorescence signal (Figure 8B). This result demon-
strated that during experiments most of the calcium ionsthe imaged synapse increased greater than 4-fold (Fig-

ures 6C and 6E). CX-546 also increased the duration which entered the cell became bound to indicator and
that subsequent diffusion of indicator contributed toand area of measured �F/F transients. This, together

with the increased �max in the presence of CX-546, sug- subsynaptic calcium clearance and microdomain size.
We next simulated native conditions, by replacing ex-gested that (1) calcium was free to diffuse after local

extrusion mechanisms were overwhelmed and/or (2) in- ogenous indicator with the calcium binding protein par-
valbumin, which is widely expressed in FS interneuronscreased levels of subsynaptic calcium bound indicator

diffused to adjacent dendritic regions. (Figure 1). Under these conditions, the peak amplitude
of free calcium was almost 2-fold larger, suggesting thatThese data further indicate that, under control condi-

tions, calcium extrusion is strong enough to locally han- CP-AMPAR synapses generate micromolar domains
of free calcium under normal conditions. This rangedle the CP-AMPAR-mediated microdomains and control

the spatial range of the indicator-calcium interaction. was on par with our experimentally derived estimates
of peak [Ca2�]i (770 � 400 nM, n � 3, range 400–1200
nM), (see Experimental Procedures and SupplementalMembranous Calcium Extrusion via the Na�/Ca2�

Data at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/4/Exchanger Restricts Microdomains in Space
807/DC1) (Maravall et al., 2000).Calcium influx, efflux, and buffers together control the

Thus, imaged microdomains misrepresented true cal-spatiotemporal dynamics of calcium signals (Koch,
cium signals in two fundamental ways. First, the indica-1998; Majewska et al., 2000a). The Na�/Ca2� exchanger
tor fluorescence signal overrepresented in space andis a low-affinity but high-capacity plasma membrane
time the free calcium signal under simulated experimen-calcium pump which drives calcium extrusion after syn-
tal conditions (Figure 8B). Second, under natural condi-aptic activation (Blaustein et al., 2002; Ranciat-McComb
tions in the absence of indicator, simulated free calciumet al., 2000). To test if local calcium extrusion was neces-
signals were significantly larger in amplitude yet re-sary for microdomain localization, we measured the spa-
mained localized (Figure 8C).tiotemporal dynamics of microdomains after blocking

Na�/Ca2� exchange with 30 �M benzamil. Benzamil in-
creased the spatial spread of microdomains (204% � Simulated Microdomains Are Highly Sensitive
60%, p � 0.05, n � 5, n � 1 washout) and slowed the to the Association Rate of Mobile Buffers,
decay of calcium transients (259% � 122%, p � 0.05, the Fixed Buffer Capacity, Dendrite Radius,
n � 5) (Figure 7). Surprisingly, however, the peak ampli- and the Kinetics of Calcium Influx and Efflux
tude was not significantly changed, suggesting that dif- We next used our model to determine which parameters
fusion of free calcium and not local accumulation of most profoundly affect the free calcium signal generated
calcium bound indicator and its subsequent diffusion at a shaft synapse under physiological conditions, with-
was responsible for the loss of signal localization. While out added indicator. We examined how (1) mobile buffer
it was possible that the effect of benzamil on microdo- (“slow” parvalbumin or “fast” Fluo-4), (2) fixed buffer
main size was via blockade of Na�/Ca2� exchange at capacity, (3) the kinetics of the calcium influx, (4) extru-
the presynaptic terminal, we did not observe a change sion, and (5) dendrite radius affect the spatiotemporal
in EPSC amplitude (Figure 7), suggesting that the effect evolution of free calcium.
of benzamil on microdomains was predominantly post- Parvalbumin has a high affinity for calcium but binds
synaptic. calcium significantly slower than Fluo-4 (Table 1) (Lee

et al., 2000b). We found that increasing parvalbumin
concentration resulted in faster decays and increasedNumerical Simulations: Extrapolation to Zero

Exogenous Buffer localization of free calcium. However, in separate simu-
lations, we found that the fractional occupancy of par-The imaged microdomains, as shown in Figures 1–7,

represented the position of calcium bound indicator and valbumin changed less than 1% during the rapid CP-
AMPAR-mediated calcium influx (data not shown). Thisnot of free calcium. Thus, manipulations which affected

the calcium-indicator interaction could not be distin- demonstrates that slow buffers can be “blind” to fast
calcium influxes (Markram et al., 1998) and suggestsguished from those which affected the distribution of

free calcium. that the role of parvalbumin in sharpening microdomains
in space and time may be more profound during trainsTo address this issue, we constructed a computer

model using realistic parameters to simulate the spatio- of synaptic input.
To explore the role of fast mobile buffers, we simulatedtemporal evolution of synaptic calcium influx on a thin

aspiny dendrite (Table 1, Figure 8A, and see the Ap- free calcium in 0, 10, and 100 �M Fluo-4, in the absence
of parvalbumin. Adding small amounts of Fluo-4 signifi-pendix in the Supplemental Data available at http://

www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/4/807/DC1). Our cantly decreased peak [Cai
2�] and increased the decay

rate at the synaptic site, consistent with fast Fluo-4first goal was to recreate experimental conditions (100
�M Fluo-4) and observe the behavior of free calcium, binding to calcium and facilitated diffusion from the cal-
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Figure 7. Microdomain Localization De-
pends on Membranous Na�/Ca2� Exchange

(Aa) Dendrite of interest from a layer V FS cell
filled with 100 �M Fluo-4; horizontal scale bar,
2 �m. (Ab) Control line scan, average of four
successes; vertical scale, 400 ms. (Ac) Line
scan after addition of benzamil, average of
three successes. (Ad) Line scan after ben-
zamil washout. Vertical scale bar in (Ab) ap-
plies to all line scans.
(B) Spatiotemporal profile from control, top,
and benzamil, bottom, �F/F signals. Note that
x axes throughout (A)–(B) are identical.
(C) Top, calcium transient from regions of in-
terest indicated by brackets in (A) and time-
locked EPSC, bottom, in control (black), ben-
zamil (red), and washout (blue) conditions.
(D and E) Data pooled from five benzamil ex-
periments. (D) Maximal range traces from
�F/F versus dendritic space plots, normal-
ized to the peaks of their Gaussian fits. Note
how benzamil increased the longitudinal
range of the calcium signal. (E) Benzamil sig-
nificantly increased �max and the decay of the
calcium transient, ��F/F, but had no significant
effect on the peak amplitude (�F/F).

cium source (Figure 8D). Thus, in contrast to the effect Since FS processes are unusually thin, we next exam-
ined the effect of dendrite radius on microdomains. Weof mobile buffers on global signals, such as during action

potentials, where diffusional gradients are not signifi- found that decreasing the radius caused an increase in
the peak amplitude and an acceleration of the decayscant, addition of small amounts of fast mobile buffer

dramatically accelerated the rate of subsynaptic cal- of simulated microdomains. This effect was so dramatic
that decreasing the radius from 0.4 to 0.2 �m increasedcium clearance.

Interneurons reportedly have significantly larger fixed the peak [Cai
2�] by an order of magnitude (Figure 8E).

However, since extrusion is also scaled by S/V ratio, thisendogenous buffer capacities, 
s, than pyramidal cells
(Kaiser et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2000a). In order to accu- excess calcium did not significantly diffuse to adjacent

sites, and localization of calcium was not particularlyrately simulate 
s, we first measured the endogenous
buffer capacity (see the Supplemental Data at http:// sensitive to dendrite radius.

Experimentally, we disrupted microdomain localiza-www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/40/4/807/DC1). We
found 
s to be 140 � 70 (n � 8 FS cells), at least twice tion by increasing calcium influx or by inhibiting extru-

sion (Figures 6 and 7). However, it is unclear to whatas large as reported in pyramids (Helmchen et al., 1996;
Lee et al., 2000a; Maravall et al., 2000). To kinetically extent these results reflected the range of free calcium

ions versus calcium bound indicator. In simulations, in-simulate 
s, all simulations were conducted in the pres-
ence of an immobile species with calmodulin-like bind- creasing the decay time constant of the EPSC caused

a large increase of the subsynaptic [Cai
2�]. However,ing kinetics (Table 1) (Robertson et al., 1981). Increasing

fixed buffer capacity significantly reduced the peak am- although localization was compromised, free calcium
remained surprisingly local even when the EPSC decayplitude, slowed the decay of microdomains, and contrib-

uted to their localization (Figure 8D). Thus, the high fixed time constant was 40 ms (Figure 8E). But if we simultane-
ously reduced either the fixed buffer capacity or Vmax,buffer content of interneuron dendrites likely contrib-

uted to the subsynaptic localization of calcium in our ex- calcium diffused �1 �m to adjacent dendritic sites (data
not shown). Thus, in the presence of local buffering orperiments.
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Table 1. Control Model Parameters

Parameter Value References

Geometry
Synapse half-width, w 0.25 �m (Gulyas et al., 1999)
Dendrite radius, r 0.2 �m measured (Gulyas et al., 1999)

Diffusion
Diffusion coefficient of free Ca2�, DC 225 �m2/s (Allbritton et al., 1992)

Influx
EPSC amplitude, A 20 pA (Geiger et al., 1997)
EPSC decay tau, � 2 ms measured (Otis et al., 1995a)
Fraction of EPSC charge carried by Ca2�, p 3.9% (Burnashev et al., 1995)

Efflux
Maximum pump velocity, vmax 0.1 pmol cm	2s	1 adjusted
Michaelis-Menten constant, Km 3 �M (Schmidt et al., 2003b)
Resting calcium concentration, [Ca2�]rest 75 nM (Kaiser et al., 2001)

Fixed (endogenous) buffer capacity 150 measured
k(f)

on for fixed buffer (calmodulin) 2 � 108 M	1s	1 (Robertson et al., 1981)
Kd for fixed buffer (calmodulin) 2 � 10	6 M (Robertson et al., 1981)

Mobile buffer (parvalbumin)
Total concentration of PV 100 �M adjusted
Diffusion coefficient of PV, DM 43 �m2/s (Schmidt et al., 2003a)
k(m)

on for PV 1.9 � 107 M	1s	1 (Lee et al., 2000b)
Kd for PV 51.4 � 10	9 M (Lee et al., 2000b)
Mobile buffer (Fluo-4)

Total concentration of Fluo-4 0–400 �M measured
Diffusion coefficient of Fluo-4, DM 200 �m2/s (Michailova et al., 2002)
k(m)

on for Fluo-4 10 � 108 M	1s	1 (Lattanzio and Bartschat, 1991)
Kd for Fluo-4 300 nM (Maravall et al., 2000)

strong extrusion, fast calcium influx was not necessary tions. These data help integrate five well-known charac-
teristics of FS interneuron dendrites: (1) they are aspiny,to localize free calcium. By controlling the peak and

duration of local [Cai
2�], however, EPSC kinetics deter- (2) they express CP-AMPARs, (3) they have elevated

endogenous buffer capacities, (4) they are particularlymine the spatial extent of diffusible calcium-bound mol-
ecules or proteins and thus the range of a calcium- thin, and (5) they express parvalbumin (Koh et al., 1995;

Lee et al., 2000a; Somogyi et al., 1983a). We show thatdependent process.
Calcium extrusion, unlike EPSC kinetics, directly op- these factors cooperate to create a fast and highly local-

ized calcium signal. In view of these observations, FSerated to restrict the range of free calcium (Figure 8E).
Simulations showed that higher Vmax resulted in faster, cell dendrites functionally behave as “spines-in-series,”

due to their high surface-to-volume ratio and their abilitysmaller, and, more significantly, more localized free cal-
cium signals (Figure 8E). to compartmentalize calcium and calcium-dependent

processes at the level of individual synapses. TheseThus, the peak amplitude and duration of free calcium
signals were especially sensitive to dendrite radius, results indicate that the expression of CP-AMPARs on

dendritic shafts provides a “spine-free” mechanism offixed buffer capacity, the association rate of mobile buff-
ers, and the kinetics of the calcium influx. The spatial signal localization and represents a novel approach to

single-synaptic calcium signaling.extent of free calcium, however, was most sensitive to
calcium extrusion and fixed buffer capacity.

Compartmentalized Calcium Accumulations
during Activation of Single SynapsesDiscussion
on Aspiny Dendrites
We adopted two experimental strategies to image theFS Dendrites Are “Spines-in-Series”

We examined the spatiotemporal dynamics of calcium calcium influx associated with the activation of single
synapses on aspiny FS dendrites. First, we found thatsignals caused by the activation of single synapses on

the aspiny dendrites of fast spiking interneurons. We spontaneous microdomains were associated with uni-
tary-sized EPSPs, suggesting that they were single-syn-found that these single-synaptic calcium events (micro-

domains) are localized in space to synapse-sized com- aptic calcium events (Figure 1). Second, we electrically
evoked microdomains and found that successivepartments (�1 �m), representing the potential for syn-

apse-specific biochemical compartmentalization in the shocks resulted in all-or-none calcium signals with spa-
tial dynamics identical to those observed during sponta-absence of dendritic spines. The localization of microdo-

mains depends on fast calcium influx through calcium- neous activation (Figures 1 and 2). We concluded that
the microdomains resulted from the activation of sin-permeable AMPA receptors and on fast membranous

efflux via the Na�/Ca2� exchanger. In addition, our mod- gle synapses.
At their peak amplitude, imaged microdomains, whicheling studies show that endogenous immobile buffers

contribute to calcium localization and that thin dendrites represent calcium bound indicator and not free calcium,
were restricted to submicrons of dendritic space (� �facilitate fast handling of large free calcium concentra-
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Figure 8. Mathematical Model

We systematically examined the effect of
fixed and mobile buffers, the kinetics of cal-
cium influx and efflux, and the dendrite radius
on the spatiotemporal evolution of microdo-
mains. (A) Schematic of the model. (B) Simu-
lations were performed in the presence of
100 �M Fluo-4 to recreate the experimental
environment. Simulated line scan images of
the fractional occupancy of Fluo-4, which ap-
proximates the the �F/F signal, left, and the
actual free [Cai

2�], right. Note how Fluo-4 oc-
cupancy (as reported in line scan images in
Figures 1–7) overrepresented the spatial ex-
tent of the true free calcium signal. (C) Free
[Cai

2�] under “native” conditions, with 100 �M
parvalbumin replacing the exogenous Fluo-4.
(D) Simulations were run testing the effect of
parvalbumin, left, Fluo-4, middle, fixed buffer
capacity, 
s, right, on microdomains. Top
panels, [Cai

2�] versus time. [Cai
2�] was ob-

tained from the calcium signal at x � 0. Bot-
tom panels, to illustrate the effect of these
manipulations on the spatial component of
microdomains, we plotted the standard devi-
ation of fitted Gaussians, �, versus time, as
in Figure 3C. Traces terminate at the time
when peak [Cai

2�] reached 300 nM. Thus, the
length of � plots reflects the duration of the
calcium signal. Note differences in axes in
different simulation conditions. (E) Results
are plotted as in (C), examining (1) dendrite
radius, left, (2) �EPSC, middle, and (3) Vmax, right.
Asterisks indicate values used in control con-
ditions, which were held when other variables
were tested (Table 1).

0.70 � 0.22 �m, n � 21). Thus, even this upper limit Microdomains Depend on Fast
Calcium-Permeable AMPA Receptorsestimation of calcium compartmentalization is an order

of magnitude smaller than previously observed on den- We conducted serial EM reconstructions of imaged den-
drites and confirmed the smooth nature of FS dendritesdritic shafts. Local dendritic calcium spikes and activa-

tion of many synapses converging onto an individual and showed that there were no diffusional boundaries
which physically restricted microdomains in space (Fig-dendritic branch are localized to approximately 10 �m

(Goldberg et al., 2002, 2003b; Schiller et al., 2000; Wei ure 4). Instead, localization of calcium transients de-
pended in part on the kinetically fast CP-AMPAR-medi-et al., 2001), and NMDAR-mediated single synaptic cal-

cium transients in cultured pyramidal neurons diffused ated calcium influx (Figures 5 and 6). This fast localized
influx could be locally handled by extrusion and buff-to approximately 5 �m of adjacent dendritic regions

(Murthy et al., 2000). Given that excitatory synapses on ering, effectively bypassing the requirement for a spine
morphology-based mechanism of calcium compart-FS shafts appear at a density of approximately 1–3 per

micrometer, and are approximately 0.3–0.4 �m in diame- mentalization. In our model, �EPSC was a major determi-
nant of the peak and duration of the calcium signal, twoter, we propose that microdomains may underlie syn-

apse-specific calcium signaling (Figure 4). key components in regulating the range of a calcium-
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dependent process. The submillisecond kinetics of CP- PV may be perfectly suited to preserve microdomain
localization during repetitive activation of single syn-AMPARs thus seem designed to produce a localized

calcium-dependent signal. When we reduced AMPAR apses.
It is interesting to note that PV is expressed in manydeactivation with CX-546, we found that microdomains

became less localized in space (Figure 6). aspiny neurons innervated by CP-AMPARs, such as in
the cochlear nucleus, retinal AII amacrine cells, cerebel-
lar stellate cells, and striatal, amygdaloid, hippocampal,CP-AMPARs Innervate Aspiny Dendrites
and neocortical cortical FS interneurons (Gabriel andthroughout the CNS
Straznicky, 1992; Hamano et al., 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993;This result suggests that while aspiny dendrites can
Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1993; Lohmann and Friauf,localize CP-AMPAR-mediated calcium-dependent pro-
1996; Ohshima et al., 1991; Sik et al., 1995; Smith etcesses, dendritic spines may be necessary to localize
al., 1998). This observation puts smooth dendrites, thethose triggered by NMDARs. Consistent with this, while
expression of CP-AMPARs, and parvalbumin into a sin-synaptic calcium influx on spines is preferentially medi-
gle functional framework, subserving spine-free syn-ated by NMDARs (Kovalchuk et al., 2000; Yuste et al.,
apse-specific calcium signaling.1999), aspiny dendrites throughout the CNS are gener-

ally innervated by CP-AMPAR synapses. We propose
that the correlation between lack of spines and CP- Calcium Signals and Membranous

Na�/Ca2� ExchangeAMPARs is not coincidental but represents an alterna-
tive approach to synapse-specific calcium signaling. As for the efflux, calcium clearance in dendrites pro-

ceeds via three main pathways: uptake into intracellularSpecifically, CP-AMPARs innervate aspiny dendrites
in the hippocampus, neocortex, striatum, amygdala, ret- stores via SERCA pumps and extrusion through the

plasma membrane via the Ca-ATPase (PMCA) and theina, spinal chord, and brainstem (Albuquerque et al.,
1999; Angulo et al., 1999; Cheunsuang and Morris, 2000; Na�/Ca2� exchanger. We showed that reduction of

membranous calcium extrusion via the Na�/Ca2� ex-Gardner et al., 1999, 2001; Gotz et al., 1997; Katsumaru
et al., 1988; Koh et al., 1995; Mahanty and Sah, 1998; changer and not SERCA blockade had a dramatic im-

pact on the spatial spread but not the peak amplitudeMorkve et al., 2002; Mugnaini, 1985; Otis et al., 1995a,
1995b; Tamas et al., 1997; Tolbert and Morest, 1982; of microdomains (Figures 7 and 8). The Na�/Ca2� ex-

changer is a low-affinity but high-capacity pump capa-Tolbert et al., 1982; Washburn and Moises, 1992). This
correlation is even born out in pyramidal neurons. First, ble of fast extrusion at high calcium concentrations

(Blaustein et al., 2002). Recently, mice lacking NCX2,developing pyramidal neurons are aspiny and express
CP-AMPARs (Kumar et al., 2002). However, in the first the major isoform of the Na�/Ca2� exchanger in the

brain, have been shown to have enhanced learning andpostnatal weeks, the expression of CP-AMPAR wanes,
just as spines are being generated, suggesting a pro- memory and increased susceptibility to LTP (Jeon et

al., 2003). Our results illustrate the importance of mem-gression through two different synapse-specific calcium
signaling strategies, a CP-AMPAR and a NMDAR phase. branous calcium extrusion, and Na�/Ca2� exchange in

particular, controlling fast and localized postsynapticSecond, this progression seems to be reversed in post-
kindled or post-ischemic pyramids. While AMPARs on calcium signals on narrow dendritic shafts.
mature pyramids are largely calcium impermeable, kin-
dling or ischemia induces an AMPAR switch resulting On Spines and Shafts
in a higher expression of CP-AMPARs (Pellegrini-Giam- In summary, we have shown that CP-AMPAR innervation
pietro et al., 1992; Prince et al., 2000). Interestingly, kin- of dendritic shafts represents a novel form of synapse-
dling or ischemia also decrease spine density (Hasbani specific calcium signaling in FS interneurons, one that
et al., 2001; Park et al., 1996; Teskey et al., 1999), and does not require physical boundaries for compartmen-
a reduction in spine density has been described in epi- talization. What then is the function of dendritic spines?
leptic syndromes (Multani et al., 1994). Thus, downregu- Given the importance of S/V ratio in determining the
lation of GluR2 and spine withdrawal may be jointly peak amplitude and duration of a calcium signals (Figure
regulated processes. Consistent with this, overexpres- 8E), submicron variabilities in dendritic compartment
sion of GluR2 increases spine density in pyramidal neu- sizes could make it difficult for a given calcium binding
rons and induces spine assembly in aspiny interneurons protein to be reliably responsive to a characteristic cal-
(Passafaro et al., 2003). Thus, GluR2 may be a molecular cium influx. Although spines could have a raison de etre
link between the structure of dendrites and their syn- independent from their calcium dynamics (Yuste and
apse-specific signaling strategies. Majewska, 2001), they may reduce S/V variability and

preserve the fidelity of calcium-dependent signaling
cascades. Moreover, even a localized calcium signalMobile Buffers Regulate Single Synaptic

Calcium Events may have a spatially diffuse range of action if the calcium
influx is slow and the calcium binding molecule is diffus-Our experiments demonstrated that mobile calcium indi-

cator overestimated the spatial spread of microdomains ible, and spines could be specifically designed to com-
partmentalize cascades triggered by slower NMDAR-by diffusing from the synaptic calcium source. At the

same time, our model showed that low concentrations mediated calcium influxes. In contrast, the fast CP-
AMPAR synapse on thin aspiny FS dendrites appearsof mobile buffers, either Fluo-4 or the physiologically

relevant calcium buffer parvalbumin, accelerated the specially designed not only to generate large amplitude,
local calcium signals (Figure 8C) but also localized cal-clearance of subsynaptic calcium. Taking into consider-

ation its high affinity for and slow binding to calcium, cium-dependent processes.
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